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directionality.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 133
Ruthann has hired a Web designer to create an additional site for a new product line
that her company has recently added to its collection of bath accessories. The Web
designer has suggested using the style guide that was used for the company's core site.
Using a style guide will provide the designer with:

A.
B.
C.
D.

a fixed template for all pages.
guidelines to standardize appearance and tone.
a variety of color schemes from which to choose for each page.
a series of placements for images to create a smooth flow from page to page.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 134
Which of the following examples of Web site tone on the home page would be most
appropriate for the audience indicated?

A.
B.
C.
D.

A formal tone for a children's gaming site
A technical tone for online shoppers of furniture
A conversational tone for teens looking for music
A professional tone for tourists looking for a ski resort

Answer: C

QUESTION: 135
The structure of a Web site is similar to:

A. a book.
B. a Gantt chart.
C. a table of contents.
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D. an organizational chart.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 136
Why is it important to evaluate your choice of layout elements available to use on your
Web site?

A.
B.
C.
D.

To help focus the development process
To impress users with graphics on every page
To increase the amount of content that can fit on pages
To implement the latest technologies and outsell the competitors

Answer: A

QUESTION: 137
Reba has been hired to design a Web site for a manufacturer of digital pianos. She plans
to build a site that uses visual elements and white space to create an attractive, usable
source of information for prospective customers. To ensure visual balance and effective
usability on the company's home page, Reba decides to place a large picture with a dark
background on the right side of the page, and to add a vertical menu of navigational
links to the left side. Which of the following best describes the type of visual balance
Reba plans to use?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Radial
Distributed
Symmetrical
Asymmetrical

Answer: D

QUESTION: 138
A company Web site sells auto parts using a red, white and blue color scheme. Serena,
an employee, has been asked to add a message on the home page announcing the
availability of new brake pads. How can Serena best incorporate her message so that it
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is most effective?

A. Compress the text to fully explain the high quality of the new pads.
B. Use a large, unusual font for a link that states "Look what's NEW!"
C. Add text and an image of the brake pads in the center of the screen.
D. Introduce new colors to make a scrolling message stand out at the bottom of the
screen.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 139
Which of the following elements is the best way to make a Web page easier to read and
to get your content across to Web users?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Implement white space to reduce clutter.
Use a Flash presentation to represent content.
Implement a sans-serif font to make the page easier to read.
Use several high-end graphics instead of lengthy sentences to represent content.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 140
A recent trend in Web content is to allow computer systems to exchange information
and share functionality with one another using well-defined protocols and compatible
languages.This functionality is referred to as:

A.
B.
C.
D.

Web portals.
Web farming.
Web sharing.
Web services.

Answer: D
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